Hovair Systems RSJ Series Air Cushions combine the horizontal movement capability of the air cushion with the vertical lift capability of the lifting jack. Easy-to-attach bolt-on side mounting brackets eliminate the necessity to get under the load. RSJ Series Air Cushions are readily attachable to existing structures. Hovair Systems manufactures many types of air cushions for a full range of applications and environments.

When To Use RSJ Air Cushions:
- When the air cushions cannot be placed under the load
- Where vertical adjustment of load is desired for positioning or joining
- When air cushions must be raised above floor level when not in operation
- For ease of air cushion removal after use

Please note: Lifting Jacks are supplied with top-mounted crank handle as standard. Side-mounted crank handles are available only on request.

Full details of these and other great load moving products can be found on our web site - www.hovair.com - or from Hovair Systems Incorporated, 6912 South 220th Street, Kent, WA 98032 • ☎️ (800) 237-4518 • Email: info@hovair.com